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The main objective of this study was to fabricate poly (ε-caprolactone) (PCL)-based auxetic nanoﬁber membranes and characterize them for their mechanical and physicochemical properties. As a ﬁrst step, the PCL
nanoﬁbers were fabricated by electrospinning with two diﬀerent thicknesses of 40 μm (called PCL thin membrane) and 180 μm (called PCL thick membrane). In the second step, they were tailored into auxetic patterns
using femtosecond laser cut technique. The physicochemical and mechanical properties of the auxetic nanoﬁber
membranes were studied and compared with the conventional electrospun PCL nanoﬁbers (non-auxetic nanoﬁber membranes) as a control. The results showed that there were no signiﬁcant changes observed among them
in terms of their chemical functionality and thermal property. However, there was a notable diﬀerence observed
in the mechanical properties. For instance, the thin auxetic nanoﬁber membrane showed the magnitude of
elongation almost ten times higher than the control, which clearly demonstrates the high ﬂexibility of auxetic
nanoﬁber membranes. This is because that the auxetic nanoﬁber membranes have lesser rigidity than the control
nanoﬁbers under the same load which could be due to the rotational motion of the auxetic structures. The major
ﬁnding of this study is that the auxetic PCL nanoﬁber membranes are highly ﬂexible (10-fold higher elongation
capacity than the conventional PCL nanoﬁbers) and have tunable mechanical properties. Therefore, the auxetic
PCL nanoﬁber membranes may serve as a potent material in various biomedical applications, in particular, tissue
engineering where scaﬀolds with mechanical cues play a major role.

1. Introduction
The auxetic or negative Poisson's ratio materials are of great interest
for various biomedical applications, in particular, tissue engineering as
scaﬀolds owing to their unique mechanical and cell responsive behavior. Scaﬀold-based tissue engineering involves culturing of isolated
cells from the patient or donor into a scaﬀolding system that support
the growth and function of the isolated cells into a speciﬁc tissue which
could be grafted back to the defective site of the patient where tissue
regeneration is required [1]. The key components which determine the

success of tissue engineering include cells, engineered matrices (also
called scaﬀolds) and cell-matrix interactions. The scaﬀold plays a key
role in tissue engineering by providing a structural support for the cells
to accommodate and guide their growth in three-dimensional (3D)
space into a speciﬁc tissue or organ [2]. Polymers, which are biocompatible and in the form of nanoﬁbers, are widely used as a scaffolding system for tissue engineering applications owing to their
structural and functional properties [3–6]. The polymeric nanoﬁber
scaﬀolds oﬀer large surface area-to-volume ratio and high porosity,
which favors in modulating cellular fate and function during tissue
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Fig. 1. (A) Schematic diagram of laser micromachining
used to tailor auxetic patterns on nanoﬁbers (B) Sketched
auxetic pattern for making auxetic nanoﬁber membrane
using Solidworks software.

engineering applications.

engineering [1,7–11]. However, most of the conventional polymer nanoﬁber scaﬀolds are limited by inadequate mechanical properties such
as ﬂexibility, elongation, etc. and poor cellular inﬁltration in 3D, which
are highly essential characteristics for tissue engineering applications
where mechanical cues play a major role in controlling cell fate and
function [12,13].
Therefore, to address the above limitations, the auxetic nanoﬁber
materials have been introduced in the recent days. The auxetic material
possesses adequate cell responsive and excellent mechanical properties
such as ﬂexibility, indentation resistance, fracture toughness, resilience,
vibration control, shear resistance and deformation mechanism compared to conventional material of the same origin due to their unique
structural designed patterns [1,14–18]. The auxetic patterned materials
have the ability to undergo wider when stretched, thinner when compressed and behave synclastically on bending [19–21]. Some of the
naturally occurring biological auxetic systems are cat skin, cow teat
skin, salamander skin, load-bearing cancellous bone from human shins
and arterial endothelium tissue [22–25]. Therefore, auxetic materials
are attracted for tissue engineering applications in the form of scaﬀolds,
stents, dilators, artiﬁcial blood vessels, ﬁlters implants and prostheses
[26–31].
Auxetic scaﬀolds have been made by using various polymers such as
polyuratehylene, polypropylene, ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene, polytetraﬂuoroethylene, polyurethane and poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) for various biomedical applications. However, auxetic
polymeric nanoﬁber scaﬀolds produced by electrospinning are very
limited and the research on this ﬁeld is still at infancy. The nonwoven
nano-and micro-ﬁbrous structures are becoming popular for a wide
variety of tissue engineering and other biomedical applications such as
biomedical devices, ﬁltration, sensors, optical applications and nanoﬁbers reinforced composites [32,33]. For instance, auxetic scaﬀolds
have been shown to possess improved elastic and other mechanical
properties than the conventional scaﬀolds [34]. Recently, Yan et al.
investigated the role of auxetic scaﬀolds with tunable Poisson's ratio in
providing a unique biophysical 3D microenvironment which could inﬂuence stem cell fate [1]. The results from this study suggested that
tailorable auxetic scaﬀolds together with elastic modulus and microstructure could modulate the 3D biophysical microenvironment as well
as inﬂuence stem cells diﬀerentiation; thereby making them a potent
scaﬀolding system. Keeping the above points in view, in this study,
authors report the preparation and characterization of auxetic PCL
nanoﬁber membranes suitable for various biomedical applications, in
particular, tissue engineering. PCL is one of the widely used polymers
for fabricating scaﬀolding systems for use in cell culture and tissue

2. Materials and method
2.1. Materials
For the fabrication of nanoﬁbers, PCL (relative molecular mass
80,000 g/mol), chloroform and methanol were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich, USA. All materials and solvents were used as received condition.
2.2. Preparation of PCL nanoﬁbers
The PCL nanoﬁber membranes were fabricated by a custom-made
electrospinning apparatus. In brief, a 10% PCL solution was made using
chloroform and methanol (3:1 volume ratio) mixture as solvent.
Subsequently, the PCL solution was loaded into a 5 ml syringe (18
gauge). The syringe tip was vertically oriented 17 cm above the target
(aluminum foil). The ﬂow rate was ﬁxed at 2 ml/h by using a syringe
pump (New Era Pump Systems Inc., USA) with a supply of 16 kV voltage using a high voltage power supply (Gamma High Voltage Research
Inc., USA) at 24 °C and 55% relative humidity. By varying the electrospinning time, two diﬀerent thickness of nanoﬁber membranes were
fabricated; namely, thin nanoﬁber membrane with 40 μm thickness
(hereafter called as PCL) and thick nanoﬁber membrane with 180 μm
thickness (hereafter called as PCLT).
2.3. Auxetic patterning of PCL nanoﬁbers
The auxetic patterns were made on two diﬀerent thicknesses of PCL
(40 μm) and PCLT (180 μm) samples using laser micromachining as
shown in Fig. 1(A). The schematic diagram of femtosecond laser system
used in tailoring sketched auxetic pattern using Solidworks software
have been shown in Fig. 1(B). The titanium sapphire femtosecond laser
with 120 fs pulse duration and 1 kHz repetition rate at a central wavelength of 800 nm was used to ablate the materials in the experiment.
The laser beam was guided into microscopic objective lenses and focused by 20× objective lenses with 0.42 Numerical Aperture (Mitutoyo). An iris diaphragm was used to reduce beam diameter to 3 mm for
thin width of cut. An electronic shutter controlled by computer was
used to timely turn on/oﬀ the laser beam at desired location on the
samples. The structure machined during irradiation of femtosecond
pulses can be observed through a CCD camera installed above the dichroic mirror and the spot size of laser beam focused onto the sample
335
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properties of the fabricated PCL auxetic nanoﬁber membranes were
characterized using uniaxial tensile testing. For PCL and PCLA samples,
the rectangular sheets were cut to 35 mm-length and 30.7 mm-breadth
such that approximately 5 mm grip length is assured at both ends for
mechanical testing. Similarly, for PCLT and PCLTA samples, thick sheet
were cut for a 37 mm-length and 35 mm-breadth rectangle with 7.5 mm
grip length at both ends. A universal testing machine (Shimadzu ® AGX,
MAKE, Japan) with 1 kN maximum capacity was used to perform all the
test at RT at a speed of 0.5 mm/min. Non-slippery rubber ﬁxtures were
used to hold membranes and a 25-mm gauge length is allowed for the
samples as shown in detail in Fig. 2II (a) to II (d), respectively. Also, the
schematic of stretching behavior of auxetic samples is illustrated in
Fig. 2II (e). Force and displacement were recorded for all specimens
until specimens fail and break apart into two pieces. Poisson's ratio ν,
for all samples calculated using formula:

Table 1
List of samples fabricated for material characterization.
Sample name

Details

PCL

Polycaprolactone electrospun
sample
Polycaprolactone electrospun
nanoﬁber sample
Polycaprolactone electrospun
sample
Polycaprolactone electrospun
nanoﬁber sample

PCLA
PCLT
PCLTA

Thickness (μm)
thin nanoﬁber

40

auxetic thin

40

thick nanoﬁber

180

auxetic thick

180

was approximately 20 μm. The samples were machined at the speed of
0.3 mm/s to prevent the ﬁbers from sticking again because it was observed that the ﬁbers molten by laser heat were stuck again at the feed
rate faster than 0.4 mm/s. The auxetic patterned 40 μm thickness thin
nanoﬁber membrane (hereafter called as PCLA) and auxetic patterned
180 μm thickness thick nanoﬁber membranes (hereafter called as
PCLTA) were fabricated.
The abbreviations, description and thicknesses of all the samples are
provided in Table 1. Photographic images of all the prepared samples
have been shown in Fig. 2I.

ν=−

εt
εl

where, εt and εl are transverse and longitudinal strain. The chemical
group functionality of the fabricated auxetic and control PCL nanoﬁber
membranes were analyzed using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectrometer (Nicolet is10, Thermo Scientiﬁc, USA) over the wavenumber range of 4000–400 cm− 1 in ATR mode. A small piece of sample
about 0.4 cm2 was placed on diamond ATR attachment and compressed
with metal tip to get FTIR peaks. The thermal characterization of the
samples were performed using a simultaneous TGA-DSC analyzer
(600TGA, Perkin Elmer, USA) at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under
nitrogen atmosphere with ﬂow rate of 100 ml/min. About 5–10 mg
sample along with ceramic sample pan were used for performing the

2.4. Physicochemical characterization of auxetic nanoﬁber membranes
The morphological characterization of PCL nanoﬁber membrane
was carried out by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (FEIQuanta 200 FEG, USA). The sample was coated with 5 nm of Au/Pd
(PECS-682) to avoid charging issue during imaging. The mechanical

Fig. 2. (I) Photographic images of the auxetic samples and their controls. (II) Stretching behavior during tensile testing of samples; (a) PCL (b) PCLT (c) PCLTA (initial stage) and (d)
PCLTA ﬁnal stage (e) schematic of deformation mechanism of sample PCLTA - compressed rotating squared pattern (i) and opened due to rotating squares (ii).
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Fig. 3. SEM image of electrospun PCL nanoﬁbers.

rubber-like behavior. As can be seen from the Fig. 4, PCL exhibits ultimate tensile stress of 3.3 MPa, a monotonically increasing trend and
fails following the ultimate strength point. It shows approximately 15%
elongation prior to failure which is in agreement with the previously
published data elsewhere [2]. Moreover, PCLT samples showed an
approximately linear behavior for deformations up to 33% which is
followed by a nonlinear behavior until it reaches an extension of 45%
followed by a linear behavior afterward up to failure. The failure in
PCLT samples occurs at a 113% extension rate and it shows approximately 4 MPa ultimate strength. Interestingly when compared to PCL
samples, PCLT samples have shown higher load capacity by 12% but
much more extension capability almost seven and half folds. Nevertheless, the auxetic nanoﬁber membranes showed much lower ultimate
strength i.e., 0.33 MPa for PCLA and 0.1 MPa for PCLTA as shown in
Fig. 4A (ii). In other words, their load bearing capacity is smaller than
the control PCL nanoﬁbers. It could be anticipated that the structure
could have weakened by cuts made while tailoring the auxetic patterns.
Consequently, the auxetic PCLA sample has lesser rigidity than the PCL
sample (non-auxetic) which means that the auxetic samples could
elongate much longer under the same load when compared to nonauxetic control sample. The better elongation capacity of the auxetic
samples when compared with non-auxetic control PCL nanoﬁbers could
be attributed to the rotational motion ability of these auxetic structures
as previously explained in Fig. 2(e). The PCLA samples showed a 150%
increase in their elongation capacity when compared to control PCL
samples which conﬁrms the more ﬂexible nature of auxetic nanoﬁber
membranes than the non-auxetic nanoﬁber membranes. Surprisingly,
the total elongation capacity of the PCLA samples was found to be
better than the PCLTA samples. However, the total elongation capacity
of PCLTA samples were found to be reduced signiﬁcantly when compared to PCLT samples, which highlights that auxeticity reduced the
deformation ability for these samples. Analytical model suggests that
eﬀective Young's modulus for auxetic structure with rotating squares is
inversely proportional to the thickness of squares [35,36]. Therefore,
this reduction is an expected outcome for thick structure, however, this
much reduction is attributed to the additional wrinkling eﬀect.
Wrinkling happens due to the fact that high thickness makes the square
cells to bend in outward direction. Wrinkling also reduces the auxeticity
of the structure because the squares are bended out of plane. To summarize, PCLA samples have showed almost ten times more elongation
capacity, which conﬁrms their more ﬂexible nature, when compared
with non-auxetic PCL samples. However, PCLTA samples have showed
lower elongation capacity in comparison to non-auxetic ones due to the

measurements. In order to understand the color diﬀerence due to micromachining process, the optical properties of PCL nanoﬁber membranes before and after tailoring auxetic patterns were determined by
measuring transmittance (%), absorbance [a.u] and reﬂectance (%) at
280–1000 nm using Shimadzu UV3600 UV–Vis-NIR spectrophotometer.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. SEM analysis
SEM image of electrospun PCL nanoﬁber sample is shown in Fig. 3.
The average ﬁber diameter (AFD) of nanoﬁbers was calculated from the
SEM image using ImageJ software. The diameter of about one hundred
ﬁbers was measured and the average was reported as average ±
standard deviation. The AFD for PCL sample was observed as
517 ± 151 nm which conﬁrms the formation of nanoﬁber structure.
Since the nanoﬁber diameter of the developed PCL nanoﬁbers falls
within the range of the native collagen nanoﬁbers diameter present in
extracellular matrix (ECM), these electrospun nanoﬁbers could be used
as scaﬀolds for cell culture or various tissue engineering applications by
mimicking the native ECM properties.
3.2. Mechanical analysis
All the four samples i.e., PCL, PCLA, PCLT and PCLTA were subjected to test for their mechanical properties using uniaxial tensile
testing. By dividing the load with original cross-sectional area and dividing the extension with original gauge length, stress and strain values
were computed using the formula given in Eq. (1) and depicted as a
graphical representation in Fig. 4A. The stress-strain curve has been
smoothened using Matlab software.

εe =

∆l
P
and σe =
A
l0

(1)

where, εe is engineering strain and σe is the engineering stress. The
details of comparative study of auxetic samples with respect to mechanical characterization and deformation mechanism are shown in
Fig. 4B.
In Fig. 4, PCL sample shows a typical stress-strain curve of a ductile
material such that an approximately linear elastic behavior is followed
by a plastic region and failure happens following ultimate stress. The
negative Poisson's value of PCLA and PCLTA samples conﬁrms their
auxetic nature. However, PCLT and PCLTA samples show a non-linear
337
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Fig. 4. (A) Stress/strain diagrams for (i) PCL
and PCLT (ii) PCLA and PCLTA (iii) PCL and
PCLA and (iv) PCLT and PCLTA samples. (B)
Comparative analysis of elongation and ultimate strength of conventional versus auxetic
PCL nanoﬁbers.

found to be lower than non-auxetic samples. In summary, auxetic tailoring did not make any signiﬁcant change in the chemical functional
group of the material tested.

high thickness wrinkling eﬀect which caused reduction of the auxetic
eﬀect almost four times compared to non-auxetic form.
3.3. FTIR analysis

3.4. Thermal analysis

The FTIR analyses of all the four samples (PCL, PCLA, PCLT and
PCLTA) were carried out to determine the chemical group functionality
of the samples. Fig. 5(A) shows the FTIR spectra of PCL, PCLA, PCLT
and PCLTA samples. The spectral analysis of all the samples shows the
presence of typical PCL polymer absorption peaks at 2945 cm− 1 and
2865 cm− 1 corresponding to asymmetric eCH2 stretching and symmetric eCH2 stretching, respectively. In auxetic samples, peak at 2945
broadened to higher wavenumbers (cm− 1) 3003 and 3026 for PCLA
and PCLTA, respectively. In addition, strong bands such as the carbonyl
stretching mode around 1720 cm− 1 along with the intense sharp peak
due to C]O vibrations, can be easily identiﬁed for all samples. Additionally, in auxetic samples peaks broadening was observed which
could be an eﬀect of auxetic patterning via laser machining. The band
at 1294 cm− 1 is assigned to the backbone CeC and CeO stretching
modes in the crystalline phase [37,38]. The peaks observed for PCL
nanoﬁbers at 2943, and 2865 cm− 1 are due to eCH2 vibrations, eCH2
bending vibrations at 1470, 1417, 1396 and 1365 cm− 1, and CeOeC
stretching at 1238 cm− 1 and CeO vibrations at 1045 and 1106 cm− 1
[39]. The auxetic samples spectra revealed the absence of peaks around
3000 cm− 1 which could be due to laser machining to obtain auxetic
patterns [40,41]. The FTIR spectrum showed all characteristic peaks of
PCL, in the case of auxetic samples; however, the peak intensities were

The thermogram obtained by TGA analysis for the PCL, PCLA, PCLT
and PCLTA samples were shown in Fig. 5(B). There was no signiﬁcant
weight loss observed until 190 °C for all the samples. An event of weight
loss could be observed after 190 °C in all samples due to removal of
structural bound water, which can be seen between 30 °C and 200 °C for
PCL [42]. The temperature of small decomposition is determined from
the curves given in Fig. 5(B) by extrapolating the curve at the peak of
decomposition back to the initial weight of the PCL nanoﬁber. According to Fig. 5(B), PCL has thermal decomposition temperature between 270 °C and 437 °C with maximum peak at 379 °C for PCLT and at
380 °C for PCL, respectively. Besides, both the sample reached lowest
weight percentage of remaining materials which was almost 0% at
480 °C. It was shown that, thickness of nanoﬁber membranes does not
aﬀected the thermal properties of the material [37]. However, as can be
seen from Fig. 5(B), applying an auxetic pattern to nanoﬁber membranes shifted the starting temperature for thermal decomposition for
both samples. In overall, it seems that the thermal stability of the nanoﬁbers did not aﬀect by its thickness, however, the auxetic treatment
inﬂuences the thermal stability of the material tested.
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Fig. 5. Physicochemical properties of the auxetic nanoﬁber membranes and their controls. (A) FTIR spectra; (B) TGA thermogram; (C) transmittance mode, (D) absorbance mode and (E)
reﬂection mode optical properties of PCL, PCLT, PCLA and PCLTA samples.

3.5. Optical analysis

4. Conclusion

Optical properties of PCL nanoﬁber membranes with and without
auxetic eﬀect via transmittance (%), absorbance [a.u] and reﬂectance
(%) measurements were also tested, keeping in mind that the data may
be useful for other applications. All the nanoﬁber test samples are white
in color and exhibited diﬀerent optical measurement results due to their
thicknesses and auxeticity treatment. Fig. 5(C) to Fig. 5(E) presents the
optical properties (transmittance (%), absorbance [a.u] and reﬂectance
(%) spectra) of PCL nanoﬁber membranes before and after auxetic
tailoring. According to transmittance (%) spectrum given in Fig. 5(C), a
semi-transparent material (PCL sample) shows an average transmittance at 550 nm of around 41% transmittance due to lower thickness of
the measured sample. However, thicker PCLT sample, almost opaque in
nature, showed the lowest transmittance at 550 nm of around 3%
transmittance when compared to PCL sample. After laser cutting procedure, since diamond shape opening occurred on nanoﬁber membranes, transparency of thick sample increased. However, in relaxed
form of nanoﬁber membranes, these cuts formed crimps in some places.
Therefore, transmittance was decreased for the thinner PCL sample.
Besides, PCLT has much higher light absorption and reﬂectance data
(around 90% in the visible region) than the PCL sample. In the visible
region, when laser machining procedure was applied, absorbance of
nanoﬁber membranes increased, while reﬂectance of nanoﬁber membranes decreased. As a result, considering nanoﬁber membranes with
diﬀerent thicknesses, auxeticity treatment via laser machining changed
the transmittance of nanoﬁber membranes.

This study demonstrated that the auxetic PCL nanoﬁber membranes
with diﬀerent thicknesses can be fabricated by using electrospinning
and laser micromachining. The PCLA sample showed almost ten times
increase in their elongation capacity when compared to control sample
of PCL, which conﬁrms the more ﬂexible nature of auxetic nanoﬁber
membranes than the non-auxetic nanoﬁber membranes. The total
elongation capacity of the PCLA sample was found to be better than the
PCLTA sample. However, the total elongation capacity for PCLTA
sample was found to be signiﬁcantly reduced (almost six times) when
compared to PCLA samples which highlights that auxeticity reduced the
deformation ability of the PCLTA samples due to their increased
membrane thickness. Auxetic structures bring the advantage of expansion in all directions when it is under load than the non-auxetic
ones. Therefore, the auxetic PCL nanoﬁber membranes may serve as a
potent material in various biomedical applications, in particular, tissue
engineering where scaﬀolds with mechanical cues play a major role.
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